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What is

Momento LIVE? 



Live streaming directly 
from the platform

Stream like a Pro with no 
software required for either 

you or your speakers.

3What is momento live?

Momento LIVE is an event platform where you can 
create amazing virtual and hybrid events 
experience for all your attendees.

Momento allows you to fully customize your event 
platform based on your strategy and branding. Set up 
the colors, modules and features to fit your event 
needs.

Multiroom videocalls for 
networking or workshops

Multi-People or One-on-One 
videocall rooms between

the attendees.

Easy user experience
and modular menus

Chat, Agenda, Speakers, 
Attendees, Sponsors, 

Networking among others.

Let your speakers interact
with their audience

Interactive events with a chat, Q&A 
section and live polling without 

missing the streaming video.
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What kind of events is

Momento LIVE for? 
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Hybrid events

Connect your live stage, and your live 
audience with your virtual audience.

Virtual events

Connect your event audience no matter 
where they are in the world.

Conferences

Organize conferences with multiple 
stages and workshops no matter if 

they are live, virtual or hybrid.

Networking

Networking rooms to allow your audience 
to create strong connections (1 to 1 or 

group) in an easy way and split by topics. 

Webinars

Produce webinars from our all-
integrated web studio without having to 

download any software.

Fairs

Design and host a fair where attendees 
can visit different booths and have a 

videocall with them.

What kind of events is Momento live for?
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What Momento live can do for

your event?
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We developed our own virtual interpretation
tool that allow any evento (virtual, hybrid or live) 
to have simultáneos interpretation with virtual 
interpreters to reduce costs.

o Streaming with simultaneous interpretation in 
as many languages as needed.

o Your attendees (live or virtual) could listen the
speaker in the available languages with just a 
click.

o Chat with automatic translation based on the
user location.
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Each customer has different needs, for that
reason our team Works very closely with
our customers to understand and 
implement any custom-made requirement
that is needed to guaratee the success of
the event.

o Tailor-made features to cover the needs of
your event. 

o Payment pasarelle, email marketing, 
registration system.

o Integration with the most popular tolos of
the martket (Google forms, Zapier, 
Eventbrite, etc). 
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Trusted by a lot of businesses

& event organizers



“Momento event app made our V2 Pitch 
competition event a high success. We saved
hundreds of dollars having a digital agenda 

and we were table to interact with our

attendees in real time.”

Regina Bernal
Entrepreneurship Manager at USD

“Our event website was ready in less than
a week, fully customizable keeping our

brand colors and logo and it was very easy

to use for the attendee.”

Stath Karras
Executive Director at USD

“Momento is our 'go-to' platform for virtual
and hybrid events. The especial attention

and technical support provided by
Momento before and during the event is

just incredible.”

Jordi Agustí
Abile Corporate Events
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Some of our numerous

success stories



We created a tailored-made platform especially for
Union for the mediterranean, an intergovernmental 
institution bringing together 42 countries to 
promote dialogue and cooperation.

The entire platform was designed following their brand
guidelines and we streamed 8 of their anual events for
more than 10 countries having pannelits from all over
the world. Some of the key aspects of this evento were:

o 8 anual events within the same platform

o Custom video design for each event

o +14 panelists from all over the world

o Streaming to 10+ countries

o Live interpretation in 3 languages

o Translated chat for audience
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Success story: 

Union for the mediterranean

Some of our numerous success stories



We created a tailored-made platform especially
for an American company.

The entire platform was designed following their
brand guidelines and it was translated into 6 
different languages to support their auddience. 
Some of the key aspects of this evento were:

o 300+ attendees

o 5+ hours of streaming

o Streaming from stage in Chicago (USA)

o Streaming to 15+ countries

o Live interpretation in 6 languages

o Translated chat for 10+ languages
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Success story: 

American Company

Some of our numerous success stories
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Get to know us better



Watch us in action
or ask for a demo today!

20Get to know us better

momentosolutions.com info@momentosolutions.com




